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Pharmacy Order Entry Technician with excellent data entry skills and telephone 
etiquette. Detail-oriented and focused on accuracy and efficiency. Pharmacy 
Technician with 22 years of hospital and retail pharmacy experience. Self-starter 
with extensive knowledge of Medicaid and Medicare procedures.

AUGUST 1996 – 2020
ASSISTANT PHARMACY TECH - SHOPKO PHARMACY

 Entered new patient profiles and prescriptions into medication input software 
system.

 Communicated directly with doctors offices via telephone, fax and email.
 Provided friendly customer service at prescription drop-off and pick-up counters.
 Worked closely with pharmacists and used medication input software to safely 

and accurately dispense medication.
 Efficiently answered multi-line phone and processed high volume of order 

requests from nurses, doctors and pharmacists.
 Answered and screened phone calls for the staff pharmacist in a friendly, 

efficient manner.
 Accurately pulled medications from the shelves for Pyxis replenishment and 

delivered them to the various patient care areas.

1991 – 1996
PHARMACY TECH - DELTA CORPORATION

 Work as a team to input prescriptions and count various drugs for respective 
customers of Wal-Mart.

 Input insurance information for customers as needed Answer phone Help 
customers with prescription purchases.

 Other duties as necessary to keep pharmacy clean and stocked.
 Prepared customers medications to get set off for mail order Shipped and 

Packed Medication Put customers medication in computer.
 Accurate data entry Strong time management &amp; organizational skills 

Excellent Communication skills Process new &amp; refill prescriptions.
 I make and prepare various medications and IVs for patients.
 Deliver and insure that their medications are there in time for their daily 

medication times.

EDUCATION

Diploma In Vocational Nursing - 2013(American Career College-Ontario - 
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Ontario, CA)

SKILLS

Computer Literate, MS Office.
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